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Abstract 

A binary instruction format for stacked virtual machines is called web assembly. A compilation target for 

programs that allows browser execution is called Web Assembly. Web assembly makes it feasible to 

develop applications quickly and with performance that is as good as native. It is discovered that its 

performance is comparable to that of languages like C, C++, and Rust. It produces byte code that is quick 

to parse and build for a variety of systems. Since byte code is so small, sharing puts less stress on the 

network. Cloud computing that is created close to data centers is known as edge computing. In wasmrt, the 

web assembly was used for the first time outside of a browser. Web assembly may be utilized in docker, 

cloud, microservices, CMS, and environments other than web browsers. There are several advantages to 

using Web assembly outside of the browser's context. In this investigation, we assess how well Web 

Assembly programs perform in cloud computing settings, especially in terms of execution speed and 

memory consumption. We experimented with three distinct cloud providers and two separate benchmark 

suites. Our findings demonstrate that Web Assembly apps can, in some circumstances, run as well as or 

better than native code while simultaneously offering portability and security advantages. 

Keywords: Cloud, WASM (Web Assembly), Docker and Containers, vms (Virtual Machines), Edge 

Computing. 

A binary instruction format called Web Assembly is created specifically for the web platform and other 

host environments. It is a low-level virtual machine with a well-defined, quick-and-compact instruction set 

that offers a sandboxed environment for executing programs. Because of its advantages in terms of 

performance, portability, and security, Web Assembly is being utilized more and more A binary instruction 

format called Web Assembly is created specifically for the web platform and other host environments. It is 

a low-level virtual machine with a well-defined, quick-and-compact instruction set that offers a sandboxed 

environment for executing programs. Because of its advantages in terms of performance, portability, and 

security, Web Assembly is being utilized more and more in online and cloud applications. With the aim of 

knowing how Web Assembly performs in terms of execution time and memory utilization, as well as how 

it compares to native code, we examine the performance of Web Assembly programs on cloud computing 

environments in this study. This study's objective is to examine how well WASM applications function on 

cloud infrastructure in comparison to more conventional cloud application strategies. The effectiveness of 

cloud apps may have a substantial impact on both their total cost and user experience, making this inquiry 

crucial. Developers may have access to a new tool to produce high-performance apps if WASM is 

determined to be a viable alternative for cloud applications.We ran tests using the Web Assembly Micro 

benchmarks (WASM-MB) and Web Assembly Benchmarks (WASM-BM) benchmark suites to assess the 

performance of Web Assembly apps in cloud computing environments. These benchmark sets were selected 

because they are often used in Web Assembly performance testing and span a wide range of use cases. 

Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) were the three cloud 

service providers we used. We launched the Web Assembly program to each cloud provider for each 

benchmark and tracked its memory and execution times. In the second experiment, Ryzen 5 4600U CPU 

and 16 GB of 3200 mhz RAM are being used in this experiment. The upload and download speeds of the 

network are 8mbps and 10mbps, respectively. Actix-web version 3.1 with Node version 16.13.2. On vs. 

Code, an IDE, code is written. A basic API that was established in the backend is used for the experiment, 

where a big payload is produced on the server and provided using a get request and a large payload is 

submitted to the backend using a post request. Performance and speed are contrasted. Data must be parsed 

before being sent and received. One may see the reaction time. I have now used those containers and 

containerized this code. To simulate a busy and chaotic atmosphere, several servers were established. We 
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categorized the outcomes as "good," "fine," and "bad response time," then contrasted them. Good being 15 

to 20 milliseconds. Anything above 20 to 30 milliseconds was seen to be poor. 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Typescript and Node.js performance Figure 2. Rust Performance 

Our results demonstrate that Web Assembly apps can, in some circumstances, run as well as or better than 

native code while simultaneously offering portability and security advantages. In general, we discovered 

that Web Assembly apps work best on cloud services that support it, such AWS Lambda, which enables 

native Web Assembly application execution. Additionally, we discovered that the benchmark being used 

has a significant impact on how well Web Assembly applications perform, with some benchmarks 

performing better than others. Rust is quicker than node and Typescript, according to the results of the 

testing, however web assembly 

Overall; we discovered that Web Assembly programs may deliver the advantages of portability and security 

while achieving high performance in cloud computing systems. Our findings point to Web Assembly as a 

viable cloud computing technology with the potential to offer good performance and security advantages. 

There are certain restrictions to consider, though. For instance, not all cloud providers now offer Web 

Assembly, which may limit its use in some circumstances. 

Additionally, Web Assembly applications' performance varies greatly depending on the benchmark being 

used, and there may be some circumstances in which native code is still the superior choice. We want to 

see more usage of Web Assembly in the future since, in our opinion, it has a lot of potential to be a key 

technology for cloud computing. With the aid of multicore and multithreading, the performance may be 

examined. Using additional hardware resources.and rust had a tight race. Web assembly performed better 

than anticipated. WASM’s superior performance in the experiment was due in part to its tiny size of built 

binaries, which could run on any platform and architecture despite rust and WASM having similar results. 

Due to the small size of the binaries, the resulting doctor image was also small. A small docker container 

uses less memory and resources, making it a better option for the cloud. There are certain restrictions to 

consider, though. For instance, not all cloud providers now offer Web Assembly, which may limit its use 

in some circumstances. Additionally, Web Assembly applications' performance varies greatly depending 
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on the benchmark being used, and there may be some circumstances in which native code is still the 

superior choice. We want to see more usage of Web Assembly in the future since, in our opinion, it has a 

lot of potential to be a key technology for cloud computing. 

With the aid of multicore and multithreading, the performance may examined. Using additional hardware 

resources. It is applicable to AI. Therefore, the future of WASM in cloud native seems promising and there 

is a lot of potential found after testing the given programs as well as some other programs and software, 

technique, and framework. Docker and Kubernetes closely related to these cloud-based software solutions. 

Soon, there will be a lot of study in this area. Future discussions of web assembly and AI integration are 

possible. 

Conclusion. 

In this study, we assessed how well Web Assembly apps performed in cloud computing settings. Our 

findings demonstrate the speed, portability, and security advantages of Web Assembly applications. We 

think that Web Assembly is a technology with a lot of potential for cloud computing, and we urge more 

study to uncover its potential. Web assembly offers higher performance, small bite size, safety, safe 

sandbox, cross platform, and cross-architecture, according to several studies. The developer via tools like 

WASI may use the file system of the operating system. Docker containers are superior to VM and WASM, 

and they may be utilized side by side with Kubernetes to get greater performance in the cloud. This 

investigation compares and contrasts various cloud technologies including VM, docker, and now WASM. 

Numerous topics, such as issues with WASM in cloud native applications, are not covered in this paper 

because web assembly is still relatively new in the cloud domain. 
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